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Thermoforming customers are from the computer industry for shipping parts to take out 
containers for restaurants
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• Threshold of Regulation- USA• Plastics for food contact are always evaluated for any migration that might occur when in contact with 
food material.• migrating substances are considered to be food additives.• “Threshold of Regulation” -a level below which the 
probable exposure to a potentially toxic substance is a negligible risk (defined as 0.5 ppb in daily diet)• Using a Consumption Factor of 
0.13 for HDPE, the maximum migration of any substance is 3.8 ppb• US FDA Validation of Recycling Processes• Any recycling process 
must demonstrate its ability to remove potential contaminants due to consumer misuse.• A series of representative chemicals or their 
surrogates areusedto spike flake in a “Challenge Test”.• 100% of flake is contaminated for 2 weeks at 40 deg C. (Flake absorb up to 10 

times more contaminants than bottles
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 De-volatizing vessel room for FDA built up;

 New vessel installed with FACS for auto-control of de-
volatilization process;

 Auto-Sampler input to collect samples;

 New White Gaylord added for FDA T/L than brown 
Gaylord;

 A Silo Farm added for storing Transition FDA and 
Finished FDA product, send materials in Transition FDA 
silo to Finished FDA silo if passed:

- EcoPrime™ bulk T/L directly fed from FDA silo;

- EcoPrime™ white Gaylord T/L fed from FDA silo in 
FDA Packaging Room
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oEnvision’s 16 year history of product commercialization and technical expertise provides a 
platform for creating sustainable, reliable resins that meet the performance needs of our 
customers and meaningfully engage end consumers. 

oEnvision Plastics, with help from our corporate partners, is committed to removing 10 
million pounds of plastic at-risk of polluting our oceans over the next 2 years
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What is Ocean Bound Plastic   verified by qualified partners as originating in the At-Risk 
Zone meets Envision’s criteria as source material for OceanBound Plastic. 

What makes a Partner Qualified? Has access to mismanaged coastal waste1 that is at-risk of 
polluting our oceans.

Satisfies the Envision Verification Process that includes regular recertification through the 
proprietary scorecard and on-site inspections.

The scorecard includes criteria to ensure our partners are good corporate citizens.

Once in partnership, Envision offers our expertise to improve collection methods, material 
handling best practices and community outreach.

Envision has combined supply chain experience with technical expertise and patented 
processes to transform plastic at-risk of polluting our oceans into a reliable resin, 
OceanBound Plastic. 

OceanBound Plastic’s versatility allows it to be further processed into the many proprietary 
products Envision offers including, PRISMA™ and Deodorized Resin™.
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Consumer Engagement -Envision’s process technology allows the end consumer to trace product’s 
journey all the way back to the source. Consumers are driving the market by demanding more from 
sustainable packaging. They have easy access to information, are well informed and expect a 
meaningful level of recycled content that conveys a level of commitment and willingness, by 
brands, to impact what they see as a growing problem, plastic pollution.

Commitment Envision Plastics, with help from our corporate partners, is committed to removing 10 
million pounds of plastic at-risk of polluting our oceans over the next 2 years.

Availability- There is an abundant supply of source material used to make Envision’s OceanBound
Plastic. Using OceanBound Plastic prevents some of the 4.8 to 12.7 million metric tons of plastic 
from entering our oceans1. 

Quality- ined to quality levels that allow the resin to be used up to 100%.

Versatility- OceanBound Plastic is a versatile resin that can be further processed into the many 
proprietary products Envision offers including, PRISMA™ and Deodorized Resin™

Circular Economy- Packaging made with OceanBound Plastic can be recycled in the majority of 
municipal recycling streams where #2 packaging is accepted. The OceanBound Plastic process helps 

the brand educate consumers by conveying the message that when plastic packaging is properly 
managed it becomes an important part of a sustainable future.
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This is our version of the executive summary our LCA did not have in the report. I am glad 
to e-mail full report to anyone who is interested.
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Franklin LCI Data 609 lbs CO2 per 1000 lbs. of material (22% of virgin)  / 78% less 
greeenhouse gas emissions than virgin production
90% less energy used than virgin resin
Water 543.3 gal per 1000 lbs. of material 
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Shelf talkers and weekly ads

Score cards for certain chains are incorporating recycled as a plus

See why all butter tubs dependent on brand are made from different melt flows

The prime manufacturers can put markers in resin to make specific grades optically 
identifiable.

There are 39 million opalescent colored markers that could be compounded into prime 
resins as  a way to distinguish resin type, melt flow, additives for easier sortation

By machines using same recognition technology as grocery store scanners today.

Large volumes of packaging that become waste in stores dependent on type of store can be 
Pill Bottles, Buckets, Trays, strapping,
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